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Yeah, reviewing a book Opening The Doors Of Heaven The Revelations Of The Mysteries Of Isis Second Edition could increase your close
associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, achievement does not suggest that you have
astonishing points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as union even more than extra will manage to pay for each success. neighboring to, the pronouncement as
without difficulty as insight of this Opening The Doors Of Heaven The Revelations Of The Mysteries Of Isis Second Edition can be taken as well
as picked to act.

The Eclipse of Heaven Dec 25 2021 "We live in a World no longer under heaven. At least in most people's minds and imaginations that vision of
reality has become little more than a caricature, conjuring up the saints and angels of baroque frescoes. And in the church only a hint remains of
the power it once exercised in the hearts of believers". So begins A. J. Conyers in this provocative book, and suggests that the eclipse of
heaven has resulted in a shallower view of life and death, in a loss of cultural and individual purpose, and in moral disarray. This is a powerful,
persuasive plea to stop blocking heaven from our sight, and so to regain hope, meaning, and richer lives -- in this world and the one to come.
The Book of Heaven Nov 04 2022 From the author of the acclaimed Dinner with Persephone comes a radically original novel about four women
who invite us to imagine the divine anew: what if “a woman’s point of view” were also God’s? Patricia Storace’s Eve begins by telling us her
version of what happened in Eden, and by revealing that our familiar constellations conceal other heavens we have never allowed ourselves to
see. Each of the four subsequent chapters is the story of one of these new zodiacs, featuring images central to women: a knife, a cauldron, a
garden, a pair of embracing lovers. The four women whose stories they tell are Job’s daughter, the Queen of Sheba, a polytheistic cook, and a
transformed Sarah, wife of Abraham. Storace brilliantly reimagines the worlds of these women, freeing them from the old tales in which they
were trapped and putting them in the foreground of their stories and of the Old Testament itself.
The Book of Heaven Mar 28 2022 This book is about much more than autism, loss, or decades of unimaginable trauma. It is the story of a mom
who decided to give up on suffering and learn to believe in miracles and the goodness of God when there was no identifiable reason to do so.
The reward was greater than she could have imagined. After over two decades of being trapped in his body, her son began to communicate. He
shared in great detail the misconceptions about his intelligence and lack of ability to control his motor. But that was only part of it. His incredible
brain was actually taking in the entire physical and metaphysical world. He could see, hear, smell, and feel the spiritual world. He describes in
detail the glory of God and the wonder of heaven and the battle that wages all around us. His mission from God was simple, to be His herald
and tell the world who He is and how He is love, and how much He longs for us to believe in Him.
With the Clouds of Heaven May 30 2022 Perceiving a hole in evangelical biblical theology that should be filled with a robust treatment of the
book of Daniel, James Hamilton delves into the book's rich contribution to the Bible's unfolding redemptive-historical storyline. This New Studies
in Biblical Theology volume addresses key questions and examines the literary structure, visions, heavenly beings and typological patterns.
Days of Heaven Upon Earth May 18 2021 Reproduction of the original: Days of Heaven Upon Earth by Rev. A. B. Simpson
Defeating Your Adversary in the Court of Heaven Oct 11 2020 In his usual down-to-earth teaching style, Praying Medic clearly explains what
the courts of heaven are, why we may want to appear in them and how to present our case. Even the least experienced believer will be able to
boldly go before the court of heaven and obtain victory after they read the Bible-based teaching, and testimonies provided in this book.
Imagine Heaven Aug 09 2020 It's obvious from the bookshelves and the big screen that heaven is on everyone's mind. All of us long to know
what life after death will be like. Bestselling author John Burke is no exception. For decades, he has been studying accounts of people who
have had near-death experiences (NDEs). While not every detail of individual NDEs correlate with Scripture, Burke shows how the common
experiences shared by thousands of survivors clearly point to the God of the Bible and the exhilarating picture of heaven he promises. Imagine
Heaven is an inspirational journey through the Bible's picture of heaven, colored in with the real-life stories of heaven's wonders. Burke
compares gripping stories of NDEs to what Scripture says about our biggest questions of heaven: Will I be myself? Will I see friends and loved
ones? What will it look like? What is God like? What will we do forever? What about children and pets? This book will propel readers into an
experience that will forever change their view of the life to come and the way they live life today. It also tackles the tough questions of heavenly
reward and hellish NDEs. Anyone interested in NDEs or longing to imagine heaven more clearly will enjoy this fascinating and hope-filled book.
The BOOK of HEAVEN Apr 28 2022 It is a glorious and magnificent blessing to share this Heavenly message with you. This is the third book
that has been written in a similar way, as Divine messages were received by me to share with you and the World. The first book is called "The
Book of Love". The second is called "The Book of Light". And this book is "The Book of Heaven". Let me share the story of how these books
came to be... On October 31, 2020, while staying in Angel Valley near Sedona, Arizona, I met a group of women on a retreat who seemed very
familiar to me even though I had just met them. One of them mentioned that she heard of a book called "The Book of Love... by Jesus." Since I
love Jesus I said, "That sounds amazing! Where can I get that book?" She said, "I heard the book got destroyed or removed from the
Alexandria Library." Intrigued, I asked, "So, have you read it?" She said, "No." Then I asked, "Do you know where I can get it?" She answered,
"No." But after a few seconds she said, "But if you want it you''ll find it." At that point, I remember thinking to myself "Jesus...I want that book!"
The following morning, I was in my cabin preparing for the day and I heard a gentle voice in my mind say... "The Book of Love... by Jesus the
Christ... Channeled by Daniel Prok... My Beloved... It is with great Love that I share these ideas with you..." I had a sense that it was a message

of great importance so I grabbed my microphone to record it. I closed my eyes, and took deep breaths to clear my mind, and as the words
dropped into my mind I spoke the words out loud. It was as though I was reading a speech that was written by Jesus. And forty minutes later the
initial message was complete. I sat there for several minutes in what felt like a glowing ball of loving energy. My body and everything around me
looked and felt radiant. Then "Chapter 2" started to load into my mind. So, I continued the process and "downloaded" the full audio of "The Book
of Love". A few weeks later, back in Sedona, the words of "The Book of Light" dropped into my mind in a similar way. And about two months
after that while back at my home in La Jolla, California, "The Book of Heaven" was received. These books are written to connect you to Your
Divinity and help you create what God has always intended for your life to be. A Glorious and Magnificent Masterpiece where you are so
connected to God in all aspects of Yourself that you transcend the discordant conditioning that you have received in your life, and you create
Heaven on Earth for yourself and for all of Humanity. "But how do we know that it''s Jesus?", you may ask. I know from the way the messages
came into my mind and then through my Heart and Soul. The warmth of the Loving energy of Jesus is beyond anything I have felt in my human
form. Also, the words of these books are so Divinely stated that it is beyond me to come up with something this magnificent! As for you, you will
have a knowing as you read the words. Feel them with your Heart and Soul. Feel them with the depths of your Being. You will know. In addition,
if you want to see further evidence of how these messages are received through me, find my YouTube channel under Daniel Prok. There you
will find a series of videos where I filmed myself channeling the chapters of "The Book of Heaven". And when you watch those videos you will
see how the messages come through me. They are not messages that my human mind has constructed, they are messages that have come
through me from a Higher Power! "The Book of Heaven" will bless you as you read it and fortify your connection to God, as your Human Self
and God Self are Unified as ONE SELF. Daniel Prok
The Heaven Answer Book Oct 23 2021 The noted evangelist provides Bible-based answers to commonly asked questions about the existence
and characteristics of heaven, what happens when people die, what they will do in heaven, who will get there, and what difference it makes.
Heaven Sep 21 2021 In the beginning, the Church ruled all the Spheres of the Apostles. But that was millennia ago, before the origins of this
massive, artificial realm were forgotten. A young orphan, Thomas, is thrust into the midst of this upheaval and embarks on a journey to the
highest of all Spheres, Heaven.
Dagger of Heaven Jun 18 2021 Worlds of faith are about to collide. An ancient gospel written by the Jewish prophet Jesus paints a different
view of Christ than the Bible and is about to be revealed to a doubting world. Is the manuscript genuine? Or a clever fake meant to disrupt
Christendom? Is hell and heaven real? Does man really have a soul? Is there a Devil? Does God really reign over the earth? Arrowsmith is an
ex-cop at the bottom of his life looking for a way up. Plagued by dreams and visions, he is desperately trying to make sense of his life when an
ex-girlfriend from a past failed romance appears carrying a religious manuscript called the Gospel of Jesus and demanding his help. To make
matters worse, Arrowsmith isn't even sure he is doing the right thing. From everything he can surmise, this Gospel of Jesus is either heaven sent
or hell sent, and he isn't sure which. All he does know is that the manuscript has to be delivered to an authentication conference in two days.
What he doesn't know is that Mr. Black is waiting to stop him, and Mr. Black never fails.
Revelation 8-22 Oct 30 2019 This volume presents an exegetical analysis of the last fifteen chapters of the Apocalypse. It reaffirms the basic
framework of eschatology espoused by ancient Christianity but with added perspective of centuries of doctrinal progress in the Body of Christ.
The Lathe Of Heaven Aug 21 2021 George Orr discovers that his dreams possess the remarkable ability to change the world, and when he
falls into the hands of a power-mad psychiatrist, he counters by dreaming up a perfect world that can overcome his nightmares, in a new edition
of the classic science fiction novel. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
My Dream of Heaven Mar 16 2021 "My Dream of Heaven...captures Biblical truths with emotional impressions." - Rev. Billy Graham Facing
Death and the Life After This nineteenth century classic inspires the reader with new confidence and excitement about an eternal home and
reunion with loved ones gone on before. It contains two missing chapters that have not appeared in print in over 100 years! The words of the
author, Rebecca Ruter Springer, set the stage for this classic treasure from the original 1898 version. Within the pages of this little volume lies...
"the hope that it may comfort and uplift some who read, even as it then did, and as its memory ever will do, for me, I submit this imperfect sketch
of a most perfect vision." This version includes a foreword and afterword from well-known speaker and minister Vicki Jamison-Peterson.
Heaven on Earth Jan 14 2021 Much of the literature on the book of Revelation paints a frightening apocalyptic vision of the end times. Michael
Battle offers an alternative look at Revelation in this new work, seeing it instead as a hopeful call to bring heaven on earth. Battle explores the
problematic imagery found in Revelation before showing how similar problems play out in our contemporary world. Battle sees Revelation as a
guide that shows us that we can live out God's call for heaven on earth by living in community with one another, as exhibited through the
writings of Martin Luther King Jr., Desmond Tutu, Rowan Williams, and Ubuntu theology. He writes, “I seek to imagine in my particular Christian
context how a view of heaven need not lead to culture wars and further excuses for oppressing others. Heaven, as envisioned by John of
Patmos, has much greater purpose.â€
The Glory of Heaven Sep 09 2020 This pastor and bestselling author dispels secular myths and opens hearts to the reassuring truths about
heaven, angels, and the afterlife with this thorough study of Scripture's references to these topics.
The Fires of Heaven Aug 01 2022 Now an original series starring Rosamund Pike as Moiraine! Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by
Robert Jordan has captivated millions of readers around the globe with its scope, originality, and compelling characters. The Wheel of Time
turns and Ages come and go, leaving memories that become legend. Legend fades to myth, and even myth is long forgotten when the Age that
gave it birth returns again. In the Third Age, an Age of Prophecy, the World and Time themselves hang in the balance. What was, what will be,
and what is, may yet fall under the Shadow. Into the forbidden city of Rhuidean, where Rand al'Thor, now the Dragon Reborn, must conceal his
present endeavor from all about him, even Egwene and Moiraine. Into the Amyrlin's study in the White Tower, where the Amyrlin, Elaida do
Avriny a'Roihan, is weaving new plans. Into the luxurious hidden chamber where the Forsaken Rahvin is meeting with three of his fellows to
ensure their ultimate victory over the Dragon. Into the Queen's court in Caemlyn, where Morgase is curiously in thrall to the handsome Lord
Gaebril. For once the dragon walks the land, the fires of heaven fall where they will, until all men's lives are ablaze. And in Shayol Ghul, the
Dark One stirs... The Wheel of Time® New Spring: The Novel #1 The Eye of the World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The Dragon Reborn #4 The
Shadow Rising #5 The Fires of Heaven #6 Lord of Chaos #7 A Crown of Swords #8 The Path of Daggers #9 Winter's Heart #10 Crossroads of
Twilight #11 Knife of Dreams By Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson #12 The Gathering Storm #13 Towers of Midnight #14 A Memory of
Light By Robert Jordan Warrior of the Altaii By Robert Jordan and Teresa Patterson The World of Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time By Robert
Jordan, Harriet McDougal, Alan Romanczuk, and Maria Simons The Wheel of Time Companion By Robert Jordan and Amy Romanczuk
Patterns of the Wheel: Coloring Art Based on Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Life After Heaven Dec 13 2020 After a deadly medical mistake sent a navy sailor to the presence of Jesus, he returned from his near-death
experience with new eyes to see the kingdom of heaven in this life. Now he wants to help you experience heaven on earth today. For years
Steve Musick kept his amazing story to himself, afraid no one would believe or understand it. A major allergic reaction had stopped his heart,

hurling him into a five-week coma and a powerful experience of heaven. After returning to life, he couldn’t forget the memory of that vibrant
place—and, most of all, the loving words and touch of Jesus. But that was only the beginning. An amazing series of miracles, dreams, and other
supernatural events had been set in motion, showing Steve that heaven was close, even in this life. God was calling him to discover echoes of
heaven in the here and now—echoes that can happen at any moment, to anyone—that bring overwhelming joy. At last Steve is ready to tell the
story of his journey of a lifetime—two lifetimes. In it you’ll learn the secret of bringing heaven to earth in your everyday world, and how to nurture
a relationship with God so real and intimate that you’ll feel his nearness as strongly as Steven did. Experience one man’s incredible vision of
heaven—and learn how you can live in God’s presence and power today.
The Wreck of Heaven Feb 12 2021 There are doors into other worlds -- and those who cross over are changed forever ... Two women have
discovered the way into a new reality -- one so close to Earth that events there have shattering repercussions here. On Oria -- a wondrous
paradise and nightmare both -- Molly McColl has powers she never imagined ... and a destiny that threatens her life, her love, and her soul.
While Lauren Dane must use an extraordinary, newfound magic to protect her young son -- and to join with her sister on a quest that will shake
the foundations of Heaven itself. For a serpentine evil now threatens the worldchain -- a soulless, immortal enemy who feeds on the death of
worlds, and who is now turning its hungry, malevolent gaze on Oria ... and Earth.
Heaven Is So Real! Mar 04 2020 INTERNATIONAL BEST SELLER HEAVEN IS SO REAL! WITH OVER 1 MILLION COPIES SOLD Do you
believe heaven really exists? Choo Thomas retells a stunning, personal story of how she saw the living Christ, visited Hell, and walked in
Heaven. "On January 19, 1996, I woke up at 3:00 in the morning. My body was shaking...I turned my head on the pillow to look in the direction
of the sound, and there, all aglow, was a figure dressed in white garments. IT WAS THE LORD..." How could this be happening to me? I
wondered...as I began to tremble...and to weep tears of love and joy. "My daughter...I am your Lord, and I want to talk to you. I am going to visit
you many times before this work is done." "The impact of His voice, His words, His message hit me with a supernatural force..." Not once not
twice but ten times that month, the Lord Jesus appeared by her bedside and spoke to her. Then the journey began.... SHARE Choo's humble
narrative, as each heavenly visit prepares her for the next. SENSE the growing wonder of Jesus presence. FEEL the weight of His tender
words. JOURNEY through heaven led by the Savior learning His holy thoughts. HEAR the heart-tearing, supernatural words spoken from the
throne. DRINK in the Spirit of God. WONDER at the beauty of this revelation of heaven.
Ashes of Heaven Jun 06 2020 Vivid historical details permeate the story of a group of men and women seeking refuge from the battles of the
Civil War, the Eastern states, and the West's rugged mountains battle for two decades to earn their names as the Plainsmen. Original.
The War in Heaven Sep 29 2019 Satan and his minions have declared war on the most beautiful planet in the universe his purpose is to
depose Michael the archangel and become second only to God in command of all creation. Standing in Satan's way are a scattered and
disorganized host of angels, a group of inexperienced saints, a small band of humans, and some angelic rebels in Hell. Armed with faith full
power, Abaddon the Destroyer creates a formidable army to challenge the evil targeting Earth. Author of best selling Heaven and Hell, Kenneth
Zeigler again draws from his research to create a realistic tale where science, the supernatural, and life and death teeter on the edge of eternal
joy or damnation.
Wild Steps of Heaven May 06 2020 Follows the story of the author's father, Juan, who as a child witnessed the devastating effects of
persecution and poverty on his once-noble Mexican family
The Discovery of Heaven Apr 16 2021 The Discovery of Heaven, Harry Mulisch's magnum opus, is a rich mosaic of twentieth-century trauma in
which many themes—friendship, loyalty, family, art, technology, religion, fate, good, and evil—suffuse a suspenseful and resplendent narrative.
The story begins with the meeting of Onno and Max, two complicated individuals whom fate has mysteriously and magically brought together.
They share responsibility for the birth of a remarkable and radiant boy who embarks on a mandated quest that takes the reader all over Europe
and to the land where all such quests begin and end. Abounding in philosophical, psychological and theological inquiries, yet laced with humor
that is as infectious as it is willful, The Discovery of Heaven lingers in the mind long after it has been read. It not only tells an accessible story,
but also convinces one that it just might be possible to bring order into the chaos of the world through a story.
Fire of Heaven Aug 28 2019 Brandon and Sarah Martus accept the call to become Revelation's two prophets and proclaim the truths of Christ
while preparing for their final showdown with Satan.
Under the Banner of Heaven Sep 02 2022 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the author of Into the Wild and Into Thin Air, this extraordinary
work of investigative journalism takes readers inside America’s isolated Mormon Fundamentalist communities. Defying both civil authorities and
the Mormon establishment in Salt Lake City, the renegade leaders of these Taliban-like theocracies are zealots who answer only to God; some
40,000 people still practice polygamy in these communities. At the core of Krakauer’s book are brothers Ron and Dan Lafferty, who insist they
received a commandment from God to kill a blameless woman and her baby girl. Beginning with a meticulously researched account of this
appalling double murder, Krakauer constructs a multi-layered, bone-chilling narrative of messianic delusion, polygamy, savage violence, and
unyielding faith. Along the way he uncovers a shadowy offshoot of America’s fastest growing religion, and raises provocative questions about
the nature of religious belief.
The Early History of Heaven Nov 23 2021 When we think of "heaven," we generally conjure up positive, blissful images. Heaven is, after all,
where God is and where good people go after death to receive their reward. But how and why did Western cultures come to imagine the
heavenly realm in such terms? Why is heaven usually thought to be "up there," far beyond the visible sky? And what is the source of the idea
that the post mortem abode of the righteous is in this heavenly realm with God? Seeking to discover the roots of these familiar notions, this
volume traces the backgrounds, origin, and development of early Jewish and Christian speculation about the heavenly realm -- where it is, what
it looks like, and who its inhabitants are. Wright begins his study with an examination of the beliefs of ancient Israel's neighbors Egypt and
Mesopotamia, reconstructing the intellectual context in which the earliest biblical images of heaven arose. A detailed analysis of the Hebrew
biblical texts themselves then reveals that the Israelites were deeply influenced by images drawn from the surrounding cultures. Wright goes on
to examine Persian and Greco-Roman beliefs, thus setting the stage for his consideration of early Jewish and Christian images, which he shows
to have been formed in the struggle to integrate traditional biblical imagery with the newer Hellenistic ideas about the cosmos. In a final chapter
Wright offers a brief survey of how later Jewish, Christian, and Islamic traditions envisioned the heavenly realms. Accessible to a wide range of
readers, this provocative book will interest anyone who is curious about the origins of this extraordinarily pervasive and influential idea.
90 Minutes in Heaven Dec 01 2019 The mega bestselling book that started the heaven publishing phenomenon is now a major motion picture
starring Hayden Christensen and Kate Bosworth and produced by Michael Polish. Don Piper's incredible true story continues to expand its
reach to more people than ever before. After a semi-truck collided with Don Piper's car, he was pronounced dead at the scene. For the next
ninety minutes, he experienced the glories of heaven. Back on earth, a passing minister felt led to stop and pray for the accident victim even
though he was told Piper was dead. Miraculously, Piper came back to life, and the pleasure of heaven was replaced by a long and painful
recovery. This special edition of Don's life-changing story includes a new preface from Don about the making of the movie, plus a personal
update on the impact the book has had on him, his family, and the millions who have already heard his story. It also includes a note from the

publisher, stories from readers, and Scriptures and quotations on heaven.
The IVP Bible Background Commentary: Old Testament Oct 03 2022 This unique commentary provides historical, social and cultural
background for each passage of the Old Testament. From Genesis through Malachi, this single volume gathers and condenses an abundance
of specialized knowledge, and includes a glossary, maps and charts, and expanded explanations of significant background issues.
Proof of Heaven Nov 11 2020 Shares an account of his religiously transformative near-death experience and revealing week-long coma,
describing his scientific study of near-death phenomena while explaining what he learned about the nature of human consciousness.
Heaven is for Real Jan 26 2022 Why should we care about heaven? -- What is heaven like? -- When does a person go to heaven? -- Where is
heaven? -- Who goes to heaven?
Revelation Jun 26 2019 The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions,
grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new
Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
50 Days of Heaven Jun 30 2022 For Christians, eternity is an exciting promise, but many do not know the details of what life will be like in
heaven and throughout eternity. 50 Days of Heaven allows the reader to stop wondering about heaven by teaching the biblical facts regarding
what's so wonderful about Heaven. The devotional provides an easy-to-follow, 50-day program that reveals the biblical information on what a
Christian's life will be like in heaven. Throughout this journey, the reader will learn and meditate upon the promises, rewards, and expectations
that a believer in Christ will enjoy for eternity. This devotional draws on the teachings in Randy Alcorn's best-selling book Heaven.
Engaging the Help Desk of the Courts of Heaven Jan 02 2020 Come Boldly! Come Often! In order to help us learn the Court System of Heaven,
the Just Judge has provided a straightforward means of aiding us ? a Help Desk. As we are learning to maneuver in the courts, we can just step
up to the help desk and describe the issue to the attendant. Then ask, ?Where should I go to deal with this This straightforward approach will
help us learn to navigate the intricacies of the Courts of Heaven. Find out the myriad of ways help is available to us. Help is waiting. Come on in!
The Real Heaven Jul 08 2020 Heaven has received a lot of attention in recent years as bestselling books and movies have told the stories of
people who claim to have been there. But what does the Bible actually say about heaven? What difference does it make? What happens the
moment after we die? What will our relationships be like in heaven? Chip Ingram sets aside the hype and myths and digs into the Scriptures to
discover what God actually wants us to know about the hereafter. Most importantly, Ingram shows why our understanding of heaven matters
now, in this life. Because what we believe about heaven actually affects us today in ways we may not have imagined.
The Boy Who Came Back from Heaven Jul 28 2019 A True Story A Remarkable Account of Miracles Angels, and Life beyond this World AN
ACCIDENT, A MIRACLE , and a SUPERNATURAL ENCOUNTER that will give you new insights on Heaven, angels, and hearing the voice of
God. In 2004, Kevin Malarkey and his six-year-old son, Alex, suffered a terrible car wreck. The impact from the crash paralyzed Alex – and it
seemed impossible that he could survive. When Alex awoke from a coma two months later, he had an incredible story to share. Of events at the
accident scene and in the hospital while he was unconscious. Of the unearthly music that sounded just terrible to a six-year-old. Of the angels
who took him through the gates of Heaven itself. And, most amazing of all . . . of meeting and talking to Jesus. The Boy Who Came Back from
Heaven is the true story of an ordinary boy’s most extraordinary journey. As you see Heaven and earth through Alex’s eyes, you’ll come away
with new insights on miracles, life beyond this world, and the power of a father’s love.
The Case for Heaven Feb 24 2022 Bestselling and award-winning author Lee Strobel interviews experts about the evidence for the afterlife and
offers credible answers to the most provocative questions about what happens when we die, near-death experiences, heaven, and hell. We all
want to know what awaits us on the other side of death, but is there any reliable evidence that there is life after death? Investigative author Lee
Strobel offers a lively and compelling study into one of the most provocative topics of our day. Through fascinating conversations with respected
scholars and experts--a neuroscientist from Cambridge University, a researcher who analyzed a thousand accounts of near-death experiences,
and an atheist-turned-Christian-philosopher--Strobel offers compelling reasons for why death is not the end of our existence but a transition to
an exciting world to come. Looking at biblical accounts, Strobel unfolds what awaits us after we take our last breath and answers questions like:
Is there an afterlife? What is heaven like? How will we spend our time there? And what does it mean to see God face to face? With a balanced
approach, Strobel examines the alternative of Hell and the logic of damnation, and gives a careful look at reincarnation, universalism, the
exclusivity claims of Christ, and other issues related to the topic of life after death. With vulnerability, Strobel shares the experience of how he
nearly died years ago and how the reality of death can shape our lives and faith. Follow Strobel on this journey of discovery of the entirely
credible, believable, and exhilarating life to come.
Heaven Jul 20 2021 Over 1 Million Copies Sold! Have you ever wondered . . . ? What is Heaven really going to be like? What will we look like?
What will we do every day? Won’t Heaven get boring after a while? We all have questions about what Heaven will be like, and after twenty-five
years of extensive research, Dr. Randy Alcorn has the answers. In the most comprehensive and definitive book on Heaven to date, Randy
invites you to picture Heaven the way Scripture describes it—a bright, vibrant, and physical New Earth, free from sin, suffering, and death, and
brimming with Christ’s presence, wondrous natural beauty, and the richness of human culture as God intended it. This is a book about real
people with real bodies enjoying close relationships with God and each other, eating, drinking, working, playing, traveling, worshiping, and
discovering on a New Earth. Earth as God created it. Earth as he intended it to be. The next time you hear someone say, “We can’t begin to
image what Heaven will be like,” you’ll be able to tell them, “I can.” “Other than the Bible itself, this may well be the single most life-changing
book you’ll ever read.” —Stu Weber “This is the best book on Heaven I’ve ever read.” —Rick Warren “Randy Alcorn’s thorough mind and
careful pen have produced a treasury about Heaven that will inform my own writing for years to come.” —Jerry B. Jenkins “Randy does an
awesome job of answering people’s toughest questions about what lies on the other side of death.” —Joni Eareckson Tada About the Author
Randy Alcorn is an author and the founder and director of Eternal Perspective Ministries, a nonprofit ministry dedicated to teaching principles of
God’s Word and assisting the church in ministering to unreached, unfed, unborn, uneducated, unreconciled, and unsupported people around the
world. A New York Times bestselling author of over 50 books, including Heaven, The Treasure Principle, If God Is Good, Happiness, and the
award-winning novel Safely Home, his books sold exceed eleven million copies and have been translated into over seventy languages. Randy
resides in Oregon with his wife, Nanci.
The Glory of Heaven Apr 04 2020 This in-depth look at what the Bible has to say about heaven, angels, and the afterlife gives Christians an
encouraging glimpse of the home that awaits them. From the pen of John MacArthur.
Opening the Gates of Heaven Feb 01 2020 In Opening the Gates of Heaven, Perry Stone shows you how to release the flow of heaven's
blessing through both God's revelation and the intervention of angelic messengers.
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